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Company case study

ASV Ltd.
Marine autonomy is one of the fastest areas of
technological growth in the UK.
ASV was brought to life in 2010 by
two University of Southampton ship
science graduates who now remain at
the helm of the business as managing
director and technical director.
The company builds all different types
of autonomous surface vehicles, or
ASVs, for defence, oil and gas and
science applications. Over the past
five years ASV’s expert team of naval
architects, engineers and robotics
specialists have delivered over
60 systems.

Applications of marine robots
Marine target drones
The very nature of an unmanned
boat means there are no people on
board. ASV’s C-Targets are used as
moving targets in firing practice on UK
Ministry of Defence ranges.
Offshore survey and construction
support
ASV’s C-Worker 6 marine robot is used
for operations miles from the shore
that assist in marine construction.
Using a fitted sonar, the C-Worker
6 is used to track the position of kit
that construction firms place on the
seabed prior to activities such as

pipe laying and wind farm turbine
installation.
Scientific data collection
The ASV C-Enduro is designed for
monitoring water quality, fish tracking
or listening for marine mammals.
Partially powered by renewable
energy, comprising solar panels and a
wind turbine, the C-Enduro can be at
sea for up to 90 days.
C-Enduro can be fitted with
sensors that deploy underneath
the deck; these can include sonars
and water sampling sensors. The
mast can house cameras as well as
weather sensors.
Why use a marine robot?
Marine robots can carry out dull, dirty
and often dangerous tasks at sea.
Using a robot can significantly reduce
operating costs as well as giving
greater operational flexibility. Using
robots also reduces health and safety
risks, as it means fewer people are
working at sea; instead these people
are operating the robots from a
control centre either onshore or from
a support vessel.
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Chris Chase
Job title
Production engineer

What is your job, and what
does it involve?
I work in the design team at ASV as
a production engineer. My job covers
the entire design and production
process from computer-generated
drawings to the manufacturing
process. I work closely with ASVs
production workshop as a liaison
between the mechanical fitters
and the design team, checking
quality throughout the vessel
manufacturing process.

How did you get where you
are today?

What do you like about
your job?

I attended a local college after leaving
school and studied maths, physics,
computing and geology A Levels.
I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do
after college, but I applied to study
marine technology at the University
of Portsmouth two weeks before the
closing deadline. I was accepted and
graduated with a first class bachelor’s
degree in 2012. The week before my
last exam at university, I applied for a
design engineering job at ASV. I was
extremely lucky and was offered
the job.

I enjoy being an integral part of a
team who can design solutions to
complex problems and help to bring
paper drawings and 3D models
to reality.

What does engineering mean
to you?
A ‘real life’ problem-solving process
resulting in something tangible
which can perform useful functions.
Engineers are inventors of
creative solutions.

